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After hearing Wu Shi’s words, Mo Xiaoting’s expression did not change. Instead, he turned to look at 

NIU, “Third sister-in-law, what do you think?” 

 

Niu Shi felt that this was a good opportunity to suppress Wu Shi. Since Mo Xiaoting was asking her, it 

was probably because he wasn’t satisfied with Wu Shi’s treatment. It meant that the treatment was too 

lenient, so, she said, “Father, Fang Cao’s actions were too much! Not only did she severely injure Jun 

Chen, she also angered mother. Most importantly, her clamor had an extremely bad effect! 

 

Second Brother and second sister-in-law finally managed to get her back. Not only was she ungrateful, 

she even bullied her younger brother. What an ingrate! If it were up to me, I would have broken her leg 

as well. This is a way of returning the favor! After that, I would lock her up and wait for a suitable family 

to marry out. 

 

Although Fangqin was an accomplice, as a concubine’s daughter, she actually dared to beat up the son 

of the first wife. This is an unpardonable crime! “Although she doesn’t need to break her leg, she should 

still be locked up and married off to a suitable family in the future.” 

 

Mo Xiaoting remained silent after hearing what NIU Corps said. He then turned to Mo Fangshuang and 

the other two, “The three of you, tell us your thoughts.” 

 

Mo fangshuang and the other two naturally agreed with their mother. They all wanted Yun Chujiu and 

Mo fangqin to be severely punished because everything was their fault. 

 

Mo Xiaoting was noncommittal as he asked, “Then, do you think Mo Junchen is at fault?” 

 

Mo fangshuang quickly replied, “Grandfather, although brother Junchen is a little naughty, his nature is 

kind. As he grows older, he will become more mature. It’s normal for boys to be Naughty.” 

 



Mo Fangmin and Mo fanghui also agreed, “Yes, grandfather. Brother Junchen has always been filial. This 

time, he was angered by Mo Fangcao and that’s why he was so angry. “Plus, at such a young age, his leg 

was broken by that vicious mo fangcao. How Pitiful.” 

 

Mo xiaoting looked at old madam Liu, “Are they telling the truth?” 

 

“Old Master, what they’re saying is the truth. These two B * tches have gone too far! My poor Junchen 

has suffered so much. He deserves to be killed!”Old Madam Liu said as she glared at Yun Chujiu. 

 

Mo xiaoting nodded his head and looked at Mo Junchen, “Junchen, is everything your grandmother said 

correct?” 
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Mo junchen gritted his teeth, “Grandfather, that’s right! It was Mo fangqin that broke my leg and that B 

* tch gave me a slap. Grandfather, you have to help me!” 

 

“Yesterday, were you the one who sent someone to bring Fangqin’s maid into the Lotus Pond?”Mo 

xiaoting asked in a deep voice. 

 

“Yes! I ordered someone to do it. Mo Fang Cao is a country bumpkin who doesn’t deserve to live in 

Tinghe Xuan, let alone eat a lotus pod. She is a piece of trash!”Mo Junchen said arrogantly. 

 

“Fang Cao doesn’t deserve to live in Tinghe Xuan? Is that why you want her to give up Tinghe Xuan?”Mo 

xiaoting asked coldly. 

 

“That’s right. Only I have the right to live in Tinghe Xuan. What right does a B * tch like her have to live in 

Tinghe Xuan? Grandfather, why would you allow them to live in Tinghe Xuan? They don’t deserve to live 

in Tinghe Xuan!” 

 



After all, Old Madam Liu had been married to Mo Xiaoting for many years. She felt that something was 

wrong, so she quickly interrupted, “Old Master, we still need to find a doctor to treat Jun Chen’s injury. 

What do you plan to do with the two B * tches?” 

 

 

Mo xiaoting looked deeply at Old Madam Liu, then, he glanced at Wu Shi and the others, “A bunch of 

idiots! After Jun Chen’s injury is healed, hand him over to Fang Cao. If he dares to disobey, Fang Cao, go 

ahead and break his leg to prevent him from causing trouble!” 


